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1 Objectives

In this assignment you are going to practice on stack structure using C++. Your task is to implement a
program to solve the maze problems. You will use stack structure while traversing the maze.

Keywords: Stack, Maze, C++

2 Problem Definition

A maze is a tour puzzle which have fixed pathways and walls. In this assignment, the maze has exit doors
which need keys to be opened and has a starting point in the upper-left side. Your task is to find the
shortest path for each door to open them. There are some specifications about the maze which are given
below:

• The size of the maze is MxN where M is the row count and N is the column count.

• The starting point of the maze is the upper-left side of the maze which is indexed as (0,1) where
the first value is the row index and the second value is the column index.

• The maze may have exit doors and have keys to open those doors. There is at most one key for
each door. There are at most nine exit door (1 to 9) in the maze.

• Sometimes the maze may not have any exit door and any key. In addition to this, sometimes there
is not a key for an exit door or there is not an exit door for a specific key. In some mazes, some
doors or some keys may not be reachable.

• The walls are represented as the ’X’ character, the pathways are represented as the ’ ’ (single space)
character, the doors and keys are represented as the numeric value characters like ’1’,’2’. The
numeric values on the exterior walls are for the exit doors and the numeric values inside the maze
are for the keys.

• In the solution, the directions are represented as the ’U’ character for up direction, the ’L’ character
for left direction, the ’D’ character for down direction and the ’R’ character for right direction.
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3 Tasks

Your task is to find the shortest path for each of the existing door, if exists. To implement the solution,
you have to complete the following implementations as well:

• Construct a stack class by implementing the interface given in Stack.h. Note that you are not
allowed to make any changes in the interface.

• Construct a maze class by implementing the interface given in Maze.h. Note that you are not
allowed to make any changes in the interface. The methods and data members are explained below:

– int M,N: M is used for the row count of the maze and N is used for the column count of the
maze.

– vector< vector<char> > mazeMatrix: You will store the maze in this 2D vector.

– void readMaze(char* fileName): You will read the maze from the file and store it. File-
name is given from the command line as ./hw2 filename.txt. The first and the second line of
the input file consist of the the row count and column count of the maze, respectively. And
the following lines consist of the maze structure. See Section 4 and example inputs in the
homework files for the structure of the maze.

– vector< string > getPath(int doorId) const: You will traverse the maze. Use stack
structure when needed. If there is an existent door with doorId, you will return the shortest
path of this door. There may be more than one shortest paths. In this case, you will return
all of them. If there is no any shortest path, you will return empty vector. See Section 4
(especially Figure 1) for the structure of the output.

4 Examples

• You will return a shortest path such as: DDDRRRRDDLLDDRRRRUURRDD1UUUU1 (There is
no space character between the characters). Here, the first ’1’ represents the id of the collected key
and, the second ’1’ represents the id of the opened door.

• When you collect a key, you will store the key number and continue your way. When you see a door
and have key for that door, just open it and store its number, but do not go towards the door’s
direction.

• There are some examples in Figure 1 and some example inputs in the homework file. You can
check your program with those inputs. But your homework solutions will be tested under various
different inputs, so check that your program runs for all the possible cases and for different maze
sizes.

5 Regulations

1. Programming Language: You should code your program in C++ language. Your submission
will be compiled on department’s inek machines. You are expected to make sure that your code
compiles with g++ correctly.

2. Late Submission: You have a total of 7 days for late submission. You can spend this credit for
any of the assignments or distribute it for all. If total of your late submissions exceed the limit, a
penalty of 5 × day2 will be applied.
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Figure 1: Example mazes and their results.

3. Cheating: We have zero tolerance policy for cheating. People involved in cheating will be
punished according to the university regulations.

4. Newsgroup: You must follow the newsgroup (news.ceng.metu.edu.tr) for discussions and possible
updates on a daily basis. Please ask your questions related to the homework on COW instead of
sending email in order to your friends, who may face with same problem, can see your questions
and answers.

5. Evaluation: Your program will be evaluated automatically using “black-box” technique so make
sure to obey the specifications. 30% of the grade will be for stack implementations, 5% of the grade
will be for the readMaze operation and 65% will be for the results of different inputs. And also
your code will be checked whether you solve it with stack structure or not, so read the information
about the homework carefully.

6. Final Exam: Please note that a student can take the final exam if and only if she/he gets at least
30% points from each of the first two assignments. Otherwise; the student is not allowed to take
the final exam and hence will get “NA”.

7. Not Graded: Below are some situations that your homework will not be graded (automatically
assigned zero):

(a) Solving the maze problem without stack structure.

(b) Solving the maze problem using any recursion.

(c) Implementing the program by making any change in the interface files Stack.h and Maze.h.

(d) Sending the homework files with different names. They should be Maze.h, Stack.h, hw2.cpp
and main.cpp.
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6 Submission

Submission will be done via COW. You will be given Stack.h and Maze.h file. You will do hw2.cpp which
contains the implementations of the classes that are given in Stack.h and Maze.h. Create a tar.gz file
named hw2.tar.gz that contains Stack.h, Maze.h, hw2.cpp and main.cpp files. Use sufficient comment
lines in your algorithm in order to explain your solution clearly.

Note: The submitted archive should not contain any directories! The following command sequence
is expected to run your program on a Linux system:

$ tar -xf hw2.tar.gz

$ g++ main.cpp -o hw2

$ ./hw2 filename.txt
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